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ABSTRACT

We introduce the Children’s Song Dataset (CSD) which
contains vocal recordings of 100 children’s songs in Ko-
rean or English. The audio recordings are precisely aligned
with the MIDI transcriptions and lyrics annotations and so
we expect that the dataset can be useful for various singing
voice analysis and synthesis tasks.

1. INTRODUCTION

The primary method of singing voice synthesis has re-
cently moved from concatenative synthesis or statistical
parametric synthesis to deep learning-based approaches.
While the deep learning approaches require significantly
streamlined data processing pipeline than the previous
methods, they require a large set of audio recordings
aligned with melody and lyrics. However, there are few
publicly available datasets possibly due to the copyright is-
sue [1] [2]. The open-source datasets such as NUS-48E [3]
and Kara1k [4] do not have time annotation for lyrics and
has no melody data. Sinsy is a publicly available dataset
used for singing voice synthesis but it is limited to the
Japanese language [5].

To address the lack of open-source datasets in singing
voice synthesis research, we collected our own singing
voice recordings along with melody and lyrics annotations.
The dataset contains vocal recordings in two different lan-
guages, Korean and English, and unlike the DALI dataset
[6], they are manually annotated with MIDI notes and
lyrics in time. While this dataset was originally designed
for singing voice synthesis, it can be used for singing voice
analysis as well, for example, singing voice transcription
(MIDI or lyrics) from audio recordings and audio-to-score
or audio-to-lyrics alignment using the time annotations.

2. DATASET CONTENTS

The dataset is composed of 50 Korean and 50 English
songs sung by a Korean female professional pop singer.
Each song is recorded in two separate keys, ranging from
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3 to 5 semitones, resulting in a total of 200 audio record-
ings. We collected the children’s songs to avoid the pos-
sible copyright issues in commercial pop music. 25 songs
are recorded in both Korean and English. They are orig-
inated from western music (they share the same melody)
but are rearranged with Korean lyrics.

Each audio recording is paired with a MIDI transcrip-
tion file and a lyrics annotation file. Singing voice is an
highly expressive sound and so it is hard to define pre-
cise onset timings and pitches compared to instrumental
sounds. We guided the singer to maintain a consistent
singing style during the recording session. Also, we tried
to annotate the note onset and duration consistently for var-
ious expressions 1 .

2.1 Vocal Recording

Children’s songs usually have various versions in different
styles. We chose one of them that suites for the singer.
While recording vocals, she sang along with the back-
ground music tracks. She deliberately rendered the singing
in a “plain” style refraining from expressive singing skills.
The recording took place in a dedicated soundproof room.
We recorded three to four takes for each song and com-
bined the best parts into a single audio track.

2.2 MIDI Transcription

We chose MIDI for melody annotation because they can be
easily modified and visualized on music production soft-
ware. The MIDI data consists of monophonic notes. Each
note contains onset and offset times which were manually
fine-tuned along with the corresponding syllable. We did
not include any expression data or control change mes-
sages because we made this dataset primarily for end-to-
end singing voice synthesis and those parameters can be
ambiguous to define. There can be a variety of criteria to
align audio recordings with MIDI notes. We assumed one
syllable matches with one MIDI note and made the fol-
lowing criteria to represent various expressions in singing
voice.

• A piano sound is used as a reference tone for the
annotated MIDI to ensure the alignment with vocal

1 The dataset is available at :
https://github.com/emotiontts/emotiontts_open_
db/tree/master/CSD
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https://github.com/emotiontts/emotiontts_open_db/tree/master/CSD


Language (number of songs) Korean (50), English (50)
Number of key per song 2
Pitch range F3 - F5

File formats
Audio 44.1Hz, 16bit in WAV format
MIDI Monophonic MIDI without any expressions or control change messages
Lyrics Grapheme level text annotations in a plain text format

Table 1. Audio, MIDI and lyrics specification of the CSD dataset

• The rising pitch at the beginning of a note is included
within a single note

• The end of syllable is treated as the offset of a note

• The breathing sound during short pauses is not
treated as note onset or offset

• Vibrato is treated as a single sustaining note

• If a syllable is rendered with several different
pitches, we annotated them as separate notes

2.3 Lyric Annotation

Lyrics are annotated in grapheme level with a plain text
format. We did not include other information such as pho-
netic alignment because the onset and offset of MIDI notes
can be used for syllable timings. English words in Korean
songs are annotated with Korean syllables. The English
lyrics include grapheme level and phoneme level annota-
tions. When a syllable corresponds to multiple notes, it is
replicated so that one syllable matches one note.

3. APPLICATIONS

3.1 Singing Voice Synthesis System

We proposed a Korean singing voice synthesis system
based on auto-regressive boundary equilibrium Generative
Adversarial Network (BEGAN) using the Korean set of
this dataset [7]. The system is based on our assumption that
musical notes, the onset and offset timings and lyrics text
are the minimum requirements to model a singing voice.
In the future, we plan to use both Korean and English sets
to make the system generate singing voice in the two lan-
guages.

3.2 Automatic Singing Transcription and More

The dataset can be used to predict the MIDI melody or
lyrics from the audio recordings or for automatic alignment
between lyrics and audio or between MIDI to audio using
the precise timing information.
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